Jeep tj electric fan upgrade

It is remarkably easy and it greatly increases the air flow through the heating system. When my
heater core began leaking like a sieve, I figured it was a good time to do the upgrade. This
upgrade works for ''86 CJs as well as ''90 Wranglers. Some of the CJs built in used the old style
heater housing with the heater motor behind the dash. I haven't heard of anyone doing this
upgrade with the old style heater housing or with a Wrangler built after Any CJ with a heater
motor sticking out of the fire wall will be able to do this upgrade. If you go to your local discount
auto parts store, it is best not to confuse them with the truth. Ask them for a heater motor for a
'73 Chevy Blazer with a and air conditioning. The part is the same for all Blazers of that year
regardless of engine size or air conditioning, but this is the normal stream of questions. If you
go to the junk yard for a motor, the heater motor you are looking for was used over several
years in several different models. I don't have a complete part cross reference, but any motor
out of a Chevy pickup, GM pickup, Blazer, or Jimmy should work from '71 to ' The motor may
have the part number "" on it. A air cut-off wheel, drill with a hole saw, saber saw, or hack saw
could be used to do the job. Other than that, the tools in most peoples tool box and anyone
capable of changing their oil should be able to do the upgrade. It might be a good time to put in
some fresh coolant. If so, check with local laws on how to properly dispose of your coolant. Do
not pour it in a storm sewer. For most animals, drinking coolant causes kidney failure, not a
pleasant way to go. Be sure to "burp" the system when you refill the coolant. I have a dual
battery tray, so for me it was easier to remove the tray to get access to the hoses and wires
going to the heater. If you have a stock tray you might be able to leave it. Disconnect the two
hoses on the engine side of the fire wall that go into the heater core. There should be a wire
near by that plugs into your current heater motor, unplug it. Also remove the curved drain hose
that drains the bottom of the heater. You may also need to remove the hose that drains the grill
on the cowl. I removed all the bolts from my dash and pulled it out a bit to get easier access to
my heater housing. It is possible to remove the heater without removing the dash, but it makes
it easier to see what you are doing and you don't have to contort yourself under the dash to
remove cables and wires. Next, you need to unhook all the ventilation control cables and wires
that attach to the heater housing behind the dash. Also disconnect the defroster duct hose at
the top of heater housing. Remove the four nuts that secure the heater housing on the engine
side of the firewall. Three of them are pretty obvious near the heater hoses and heater motor,
the other is near the middle of the fire wall behind the valve cover on my After the nuts are
removed, you are ready to wrestle your heater housing out. When you get the heater housing on
the garage floor, remove the screws from the back of the housing that hold the housing
together. There was caulking around the cover, so it took some gentle prying to pull it apart.
Remove the old motor and take the fan off of it and install the fan on your new motor. The new
motor should be install with no modifications on the heater housing. You might want to bench
test the motor at this time to make sure it works and the fan is attached properly. Now it is time
to enlarge the hole in your fire wall to make room for the new motor. I opted to make an octagon
shaped hole with an air cut off wheel. The hole is not as clean, but it took me no time to do. The
hole saw would also require me to attach a sheet metal plate to the fire wall so the pilot bit could
hold the hole saw in place. A saber saw would work well, but it would also most likely require
removing the front fender. It is possible to enlarge the hole with a hole saw by fastening a piece
of metal across the hole and drilling. Other people have reported using a die grinder from the
inside. Once the hole is enlarged, it is time to put everything back together. Before you get
everything back together, you might want to test the motor, or at least bench test it. Don't start
your Jeep without coolant. The seal from my original heater motor didn't go around the new
motor, so I sealed it with some black silicon RTV. Some people report they have been able to
reuse the seal. My heater motor had a large vent hole on the side the I covered with some duct
tape to keep mud and water out. I have heard that not all the motors have this hole. Some
motors come with a metal retaining clip to secure the motor from the outside, remove this clip.
The larger heater motor interfered with my dual battery tray, so I had to cut a notch out of the
tray to give the motor clearance. It may hang a little lower than the stock battery tray. I cut the
notch with a circular hand saw with a metal cutting blade. Thanks to Tim Taylor and Chris
Tucker for their input for this article. There may have been others, but these people were talking
about heater motor swaps on Jeep-L when I did mine. Replacement MAF unit.. Gen1 cigarette
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The main fan is a 15" diameter viscous clutch fan that is mounted to an engine-driven pulley.
When the engine is cold, the fan freewheels and has little cooling effect. When the engine is hot,

the clutch engages and the fan spins at a speed proportional to engine speed and keeps the
engine cool. The 11" diameter auxiliary fan is electric. There are two problems with the stock
clutch fan. Clearly the clutch fan isn't up to the job of keeping the engine cool enough by itself.
The second is that when the clutch fan does engage, it makes a lot of noise and imposes a lot of
drag on the engine it weighs a hefty 5lb. This costs horsepower due to the engine driving the
fan. Gas mileage is also reduced particularly in conditions where the clutch fan is most likely to
engage i. An easy way to remedy these problems is to replace the clutch fan with an electric fan.
The electric fan must have the following characteristics: 1. Fit behind the radiator as a "puller".
Be light and slim enough to clear the engine. Pull in enough air to cool the engine. Near silent
operation. Low current draw. Finding a fan that fits within the confines of the engine bay with
the 4. There is very little space. An electric fan assembly from another XJ is not slim enough. A
Flex-a-lite electric fan will fit, but it would have cost me close to bucks including shipping. I
eventually found a fan in a local auto parts store. It was a 14" high performance reversible
electric fan that could be mounted in either pusher or puller mode and it cost a mere 50 bucks.
It's rated at cfm in puller mode. At a little over 3" thick it was slim enough to mount to my XJ
with plenty of clearance from the engine. It also weighed just 2lb so there was a useful weight
saving over the clutch fan. The next section shows how the installation went. Installation The
first step is to remove the clutch fan and the fan shroud. If you remove the two bolts that hold
the shroud onto the front clip, the shroud can be lifted up and over the fan to make more space
to work in when it comes to removing the fan itself. Wear gloves when doing this because
there's plenty of sharp edges on which you can cut your hands. The clutch fan is held onto the
pulley studs by four nuts. Once these nuts are removed, the fan will come off. The nuts have to
be put back on the studs again and tightened to keep the pulley in place. You can then lift out
both the shroud and the fan together from the engine bay. The stock clutch fan shroud was
re-used. I bolted the electric fan onto it using the mounting tabs that came with the fan. The only
challenge was to get the fan completely shrouded and sitting as close to the radiator as
possible for maximum cooling effect. All I had to do was cut four grooves in the edge of the
shroud so the mounting tabs could be as far forwards as possible. This takes less than five
minutes. The installation is complete, and there's almost 1" of clearance between the fan and
the idler pulley studs. Very neat. The final step is to wire up the fan so that it operates in exactly
the same fashion as the stock auxiliary electric fan. The aim was to have both fans working in
tandem. This is where I enlisted the help of the friendly electrician at the local Jeep dealership.
This schematic thanks Andy shows how it's done. You can add a switch to operate the fans
manually if you wish, but I didn't apply that option. Results How effective is the new fan? Very
effective indeed. Much better than the stock clutch fan! Operation is near silent. You can watch
the temperature gauge plummet as this happens! The current draw is very small, so there's no
worry about draining the battery. At speeds of 25mph and above, there is enough "ram air"
cooling of the radiator so that the fans remain off. In the summer ambient temp. The engine now
revs more freely. The increase feels greater when the stock clutch fan would have otherwise
engaged and imposed more drag on the engine. Gas mileage in city driving increased from
That's quite a difference! My electric fan installation can be very easily reversed within a few
minutes if I should decide to re-install the clutch fan. But then, why would I want to do that? No
doubt about it. This modification was an unqualified success and I'm thrilled with the results. I
highly recommend it. Updates My original factory electric fan started to make grinding noises
while I was driving into work yesterday. It had done this once before and it spontaneously
resolved but this time it didn't. I found that the fan blades had become wobbly and the grinding
noise was coming from the fan motor bearings. Time for a new fan, but not a straight
replacement though. The ''01 Cherokee fan right is reputed to be better than the older style fan
so I wanted to see for myself. The new style fan has more blades than the old one and they are
closer together so they should move more air. The shroud is exactly the same so it drops
straight in. The wiring connector is different though, so I cut the connector and some length of
wire from the old fan and spliced it onto the new fan's wiring. Installing the new fan was a
breeze. It's slightly slimmer than the old fan so it's actually easier to manoeuvre into place. The
result? The new fan is much quieter than the old one. You can't hear it at all from inside the
Jeep, but my coolant temperature gauge tells me that this fan certainly does the job of keeping
the engine cool and happy!. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have
JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website
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